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TREVISO

What is it?

GELATO…

Stable, soft and creamy ! 

The Treviso series represents the 

most classic horizontal batch-freezers. 

Treviso is a reliable and easy-to-use 

batch-freezer which can be used 

anywhere, thanks to its traditional 

electronic board. The user can control 

the traditional stirring of the gelato, 

with all the advantages that modern 

technology can provide.

The stirring speed provides a better 

water micro-crystallization which 

will give the gelato a better structure, 

making it creamier and easier to work 

with the spatula. 

ICE-CREAM BATCH-FREEZER

How will it help you?

This is the machine that cannot 

miss in a modern ice-cream 

laboratory; with it every ice- cream 

maker can get, in 8/9 minutes, a 

high quality ice-cream, perfectly 

creamy and ready served.
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Technical data

Quantity per cycle and hourly 

production may change according to 

the type of mixtures used; the”max” 

values refer to to the classic Italian 

homemade gelato.

Model 6 8 12 15
Hourly production It/h 30-45 35-60 45-80 50-115
Quantity of mix 
min-max It 2,5-5 3-7 3,5-10 4-12

Cooling Water / Air
Refrigerant gas R-452A
Voltage V 400/Hz50/3
Nominal Power KW 8,5 9 10,5 12
Dimensions WxDxH mm 570x750x1470 570x750x1470 570x900x1470 570x900x1470

Net weight kg 275 290 310 360

Optional

• 60 Hz frequency
• Air condensation
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leonardo plus

 

• CONSISTENCY CONTROL

The strain of the stirring spatula is transmitted to the motor, which then increases the amperage

• EASY EXTRACTION

The application of an inverter to the gear motor, which controls the stirrer inside the tank lets the operator choose the best 

extraction speed, keeping the gelato stable from the beginning to the end. With the control of the extraction speed it will be 

easier for you to decorate your gelato or to make it variegated.

• DIRECT TRANSMISSION

The movement of the stirrer inside the tank is given by direct transmission, instead of pulley and belt. The Leonardo system enables 

the homogeneity of the movement.

• SCRAPING BLADES

Made of a particularly resistant material, CE certified for food use and with a high heat resistance. Designed and made with a 

specific grade, built on springs, they offer a highly efficient scraping action on the tank wall. These eco-save blades guarantee a 

homogeneous detaching of the mixture and prevent clumps and ice formation.

• CHANGING FLAVOUR 

The tank has to be washed before changing the flavour, in order not to ruin the taste of the following production. Leonardo Plus

defrosting function melts the gelato left on the tank wall, making the washing phase easier.

What is it?

The new batch-freezer Leonardo Plus is the result of a great 

collaboration between BOVO technical know-how mixed 

with fieldwork of master gelato chefs. Thanks to the acquired 

technical knowledge and experience Bovo has been able to 

create the new batch- freezer, LEONARDO PLUS.

A reliable and easy-to-use batch-freezer with a specific 

electronic board, able to manage and optimise a wide range 

of parameters within the stirring phases. The new system 

will change the stirring quality standards of artisan gelato, 

giving you a perfect product, whose overrun can get to 40% 

of the mixture weight. The gelato will be softer and creamier.

Among the various technological solutions offered by

Leonardo Plus which will make your job easier, there is

a smooth gelato extraction. The extraction speed can be 

modified: it will be easier for you to decorate your gelato or 

to make it variegated.

ICE-CREAM BATCH-FREEZER

OUR TECHNOLOGY INCREASES LEONARDO PERFORMANCES:
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Technical data

Quantity per cycle and hourly 

production may change according 

to the type of mixtures used; 

the”max” values refer to the classic 

Italian spreadable homemade 

gelato.

Leonardo Plus, with its Gelato Top program, makes your gelato creamier and easier 

to work with the spatula. The balance created while freezing and absorbing air gives 

a more stable gelato. The Gelato Top program increases the stirring speed of the 

spatulas when the mixture is still liquid, enabling the proteins to swell up in the best 

way. When the mixture reaches -4° C Leonardo Plus automatically decreases the 

beating speed to let the mixture freeze and turn into gelato.

Leonardo Plus has a high production flexibility: it can produce up to 20% of its 

maximum capacity, guaranteeing a perfectly stirred gelato, thanks to the electronic 

management of the cooling and stirring system.

TEN PROGRAMS

• 5 Stirring programs

• 1 Water-ice program

• 1 Sorbet program

• 1 Custom program

• 1 Cleaning program

• 1 Defrosting program

Model 6 8 12 15
Hourly production It/h 30-45 35-60 45-80 50-115
Quantity of mix 
min-max It 2,5-5 3-7 3,5-10 4-12

Cooling Water/Air
Refrigerant gas R-452A
Voltage V 400/Hz50/3
Nominal Power KW 9 10 11,5 13
Dimensions WxDxH mm 570x750x1470 570x750x1470 570x900x1470 570x900x1470

Net weight kg 275 300 310 360
Optional

• 60 Hz frequency
• Air condensation
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leonardo DELUXE

Quantify per cycle and hourly production may change according to the type of mixtures used; the”max” values refer to the classic 

Italian spreadable homemade gelato.

COOKING

• Perfectly controlled cooking: with its quantity selection system, 

Leonardo De Luxe can evenly cook a minimum of 20% of its total capacity.

Leonardo De Luxe cooks the mixture homogeneously without burning 

it, because the mixing speed to be applied to the selected program is 

transmitted by the load selection to the inverter. A dry heating system 

makes the cooking faster and keeps the tank heated for a longer time, 

thus saving energy.

• Scraping blades, specific for the boiler, easily dissolve powders and 

prevent the mixture from sticking to the tank wall. The blades can be 

easily removed, washed and sanified (fig. 1).

• Perforated lid: the special lid of the Leonardo De Luxe boiler, enables 

you to add ingredients while cooking the mixture without turning the 

mixer off and to optimise the evaporation, when needed. Its shape and 

position make it easier to use the flexible shower.

• The special faucet  enables you to use the boiler and the batch-freezer 

simultaneously: you can dose the mixture to be poured in the batch- 

freezer. It is entirely made of stainless steel and all its parts can be 

dismantled, washed and sanified. It can rotate 180° so you can pour the 

mixture in another different tanks when the product has not to be poured 

into the batch-freezer (nr.3).

BATCH-FREEZER

• CONSISTENCY CONTROL 

The strain of the stirring spatula is transmitted to the motor, which then 

increases the amperage.

• EASY EXTRACTION

The application of an inverter to the gear motor, which controls the 

stirrer inside the tank lets the operator choose the best extraction speed, 

keeping the gelato stable from the beginning to the end. With the control 

of the extraction speed it will be easier for you to decorate your gelato or 

to make it variegated.

• DIRECT TRANSMISSION

The movement of the stirrer inside the tank is given by direct transmission 

instead of pulley and belt. The Leonardo system enables the homogeneity 

of the movement.

• SCRAPING BLADES 

Made of a particularly resistant material, CE certified for food use and 

with a high heat resistance. Designed and made with a specific grade, 

built on springs, they offer a highly efficient scraping action on tne tank 

wall. These eco-save blades guarantee a homogeneous detaching of the 

mixture and prevent clumps and ice formation (nr.2)

• CHANGING FLAVOUR  

The tank has to be washed before changing the flavour, in order not to 

ruin the taste of the following production. Leonardo Plus defrosting 

function melts the gelato left on the tank wall, making the washing phase 

easier.

What is it?

Leonardo De Luxe is the new combined Bovo batch- 

freezer. Thanks to its multiple technologic solutions 

it can satisfy all requirements of the ice-cream chef, 

from the easiest productions to the most advanced and 

complex ones in the “gelato” field. 

A One-in-all machine combining pasteurizer, cream-

cooker, 

Ice-cream batch-freezer and “granita” maker.

A complete batch-freezer simple to use, which allows 

reaching high quality in cooking recipes as well as high 

performance in the gelato production.

The specific software for Leonardo De Luxe that makes 

each production homogeneous and guarantees the 

cooking and the stirring quality. 

The wide display simplifies the use of its 26 functions.

ICE-CREAM BATCH-FREEZER WITH INTEGRATED BOILER
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Technical data

The new system will change the stirring quality standards of 

artisan gelato, giving you a perfect product whose overrun 

can get to 40% of the mixture weight. The gelato will be 

softer and creamier. Among the various technological 

solutions offered by Leonardo Plus which will make your 

job easier, there is a smooth gelato extraction. 

The extraction speed can be modified: it will be easier 

for you to decorate your gelato or to make it variegated. 

Leonardo De Luxe with its Gelato Top program, makes your 

gelato creamier and easier to work with the spatula. 

The balance created while freezing and absorbing air gives 

a more stable gelato. 

The Gelato Top program increases the stirring speed of the 

spatulas when the mixture is still liquid, allowing the proteins 

to swell up in the best way.  When the mixture reaches -4° C 

Leonardo De Luxe automatically decreases the beating speed 

to let the mixture freeze and turn into gelato. Leonardo De Luxe 

has a high production flexibility: it can produce up to 20% of its 

maximum capacity, guaranteeing a perfectly stirred gelato, thanks 

to the electronic management of the cooling and stirring system.

Model 6 8 12 15
Hourly production It/h 30-45 35-60 45-80 50-115
Quantity of mix min-max It 2,5-5 3-7 3,5-10 4-12
Cooling Water/Air
Refrigerant gas R-452A
Voltage V 400/Hz50/3
Nominal Power KW 12 13 16 18
Dimensions WxDxH mm  630x750x1580  630x750x1580  630x900x1450  630x900x1450

Net weight kg 310 325 393 408

TWENTY-SIX PROGRAMS
THE BOILER
High pasteurization 85°C 
Medium pasteurization 72°C
Low pasteurization 65°C
Chocolate pasteurization 90°C  
    (for fats searing)
Fruit syrup 65°C T 
Timed pasteurization 
Creme patissiere 87°C 
Creme bailee 87°C
Zabaglione cream 95°C
Ganache 90°C
Bavarian cream 85°C
Panna cotta (cooked cream) 85°C 
Jam 102°C
Chocolate melting 43°C

THE BATCH-FREEZER
5 stirring programs GelatoTop 
     (it quickly goes from +4°C to -4°C
      to make the proteins swell up
      homogeneously)  
Cream gelato 
Fruit gelato (for sorbets) 
Gelato with a thermostat and
Timed gelato (for the most exacting 
     ice-cream makers)
1 water-ice program 
1 sorbet program
1 custom program 
1 cream/sauce cooling program 
1 washing program 
1 defrosting program
 

1

2

3

Optional
• 60 Hz frequency
• Air condensation
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tuttogel 2800

What is it?

Tuttogel is a batch-freezer which 

cannot be missing in your laboratory, 

kitchen or pastry shop; it is the ideal 

solution for small productions and to 

obtain high quality gelato.

Tuttogel is the result of the long 

experience in the production of vertical 

batch-freezers, combined with new 

generation technologies. The electronic 

card allows to set the temperature and 

the speed during the production cycle 

or during the extraction. The extraction 

slide, with the 45% slope, allows the 

complete extraction of the gelato.

Tuttogel is available in the 3* liters 

version, counter model or on wheels.

* maximum input capacity per cycle.

ICE-CREAM BATCH-FREEZER

How will it help you?

It allows to prepare traditional 

homemade qelato usinq new 

technologies which guarantee a 

higher quality.

The sturdy and reliable 
batch-freezer
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Technical data

Optional

• 60 Hz frequency
• Air condensation

Quantify per cycle and hourly 

production may change according 

to the type of mixtures used; 

the”max” values refer to the classic 

Italian spreadable homemade 

gelato.

Model On wheels Counter model
Hourly production It/h 18 18
Quantity of mix min-max It 0,5-3
Cooling Air
Refrigerant gas R-452A
Voltage V 220/1/50Hz
Nominal Power KW 2
Dimensions WxDxH mm 415x610x990 505x780x510
Net weight kg 110 86
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tuttogel 4500

The vertical batch-freezers series 

represents a technologic goal in the 

vertical machines for artisan gelato 

field. 

Tuttogel 4500, with its quality/ price 

ratio is the perfect machine if you are 

willing to enter the gelato world and to 

start your own business or if you want 

to add artisan gelato to restaurant 

menu.

Tuttogel 4500 offers an ideal balance

between technology benefits and 

the limits of vertical stirring: you can 

have a perfectly stable gelato and 

at the same time you can customise 

the incorporation and get a 20/25% 

overrun, both typical of vertical 

machines.

Tuttogel 4500 is the bridge between a 

traditional vertical batch-freezer with 

a staff and a more innovative frontal 

extraction.

ICE-CREAM BATCH-FREEZER

TUTTOGEL 4500 HAS 8 RECIPES:

• GELATO TOP 

• CREAM GELATO 

• FRUIT GELATO

• WATER ICE 

• 3 CUSTOM RECIPES 

• WASHING

FOR THE VERTICAL STIRRING OF THE GELATO

The sturdy and reliable 
batch-freezer
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Technical data

Optional

• 60 Hz frequency
• Air condensation

• CONSISTENCY CONTROL The strain of the stirring 

spatula is transmitted to the motor, which then increases 

the amperage.

• EASY EXTRACTION The application of an inverter to the 

gear motor, which controls the stirrer inside the tank lets 

the operator choose the best extraction speed, keeping 

the gelato stable from the beginning to the end. With the 

control of the extraction speed it will be easier for you to 

decorate your gelato or to make it variegated.

• THE “GUILLOTINE” SYSTEM makes the extraction and 
the decoration of the gelato easier. Our latest innovation 
is the cleaning of the tank and the stirrer at the end of 
the extraction, which enables you to work with different 
tastes and colours, one after the other, avoiding aromatic 
overlapping or frequent washing.

• The movement of the stirrer inside the tank is given 

by DIRECT TRANMISSION instead of pulley and belt. 

The movement is uniform and stable. The efficiency and 

durability of the mechanical parts are guaranteed by 

the use of an inverter, which progressively increases the 

extraction speed.

• SCRAPING BLADES Made of a particularly resistant 

material, CE certified for food use and with a high heat 

resistance. Designed and made with a specific grade, 

built on springs, they offer a highly efficient scraping 

action on the tank wall. These eco-save blades guarantee 

a homogeneous detaching of the mixture and prevent 

clumps and ice formation.

Hourly production It/h 30 - 45
Quantity of mix min-max It 2 - 6
Cooling Water
Refrigerant gas R-452A
Voltage V 400/50Hz/3
Nominal Power KW 3
Dimensions WxDxH mm 560x750x1110
Net weight kg 170
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b4/10 treviso

What is it?

An old style machine, the B4/10 is the 

vertical batch-freezer, to be filled from 

above, dedicated to all the traditional 

Italian gelato lovers. It is produced on 

demand; it has a rotating tank with a 

double interspace dipped in glycol and 

helicoidal spatula for a slow working of 

the mixture, with a low overrun.

ICE-CREAM BATCH-FREEZER

How will it help you?

I twill help you to create the 

flavour of the traditional 

homemade gelato.

The batch-freezer for 
traditional gelato
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Technical data

Optional

• 60 Hz frequency
• Automatic extractor
• Air condensation
• Software Industry 4.0

Hourly production It/h 40
Quantity of mix min-max It 8
Cooling Water
Refrigerant gas R-452A
Voltage V 380/50Hz/3
Nominal Power KW 3.4
Dimensions WxDxH mm 605x805x1010
Net weight kg 327
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cortina

 

• The Cortina pasteurizers tank is a stainless steel single-piece, with rounded edges and a sloping bottom for a complete

mixture flow. The graduated tank enables you to easily check the quantity of the mixture.

• The faucet is made of stainless steel and all its parts can be dismantled. It has a washing device to use after any mixture

extraction; it works with a piston which blocks the mixture flow.

 • The stirrer, can reach a 2500 rpm speed thanks to the inverter. The speed changes with the pasteurization process,

guaranteeing a better dispersion of the ingredients.

• The heating works with a bain-marie system. The mixture is constantly moved for a more even heat transmission and to 

prevent it from burning and sticking to the tank wall.

• The cooling guarantees an even cold transmission, preventing the formation of ice on the tank wall. The distribution faucet is 

cooled as well.

• The supporting surface is made of stainless steel, it can be dismantled and it is dishwasher safe. When extracting the mixture

the bucket can be placed there, instead of on the floor.

What is it?

The Cortina pasteurizers series satisfies 

any demand in the mixture treatment: 

preparation, pasteurization, emulsion, 

conservation and ripening with high 

quality, functionality and reliability 

standards.

There are two lines, Basic and Plus with

control system.

The Cortina Basic and Plus pasteurizers

have seven programs which guarantee 

a perfect pasteurization temperature 

control: high pasteurization, low 

pasteurization, chocolate mixture 

pasteurization, custom pasteurization 

and conservation.

They also guarantee the maximum 

control of the temperature to keep it 

unvaried during the mixture ripening. 

Cortina pasteurizers have two tank 

washing systems, one with just rinsing

and one with warm washing.

PASTEURIZER

Quantity per cycle and hourly production may change according to the type of mixtures used; the”max” values refer 

to the classic Italian spreadable homemade gelato.

Pasteurizes 
and mantains

CORTINA BASIC
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Technical data

Cortina Basic and Plus Pasteurizer technological solutions improve the gelato structural quality, speed up and simplify some 

specific working phases, as well as the machine washing and management:

1 The inverter makes the stirrer reach 2500 rpm. This speed provides a mixture with better cohesion, uniformity and dispersion 

of the ingredients. The texture of the gelato will be finer and more stable;

2 When reconstituting milk and cream, the higher control of the speed will enable you to dissolve and rehydrate powders

more efficiently;

3. There is a specific automatic program for the sanification of the machine: the water inside the tank will be heated and 

automatically stirred. All the operator will have to do is to add the specific cleanser (and, after the machine has been turned 

off, remove possible remains due to sporadic washing). Using specific cleansers like Bovo’s “Clean Forte” will give you a always 

perfectly cleaned and sanified machine.

Optional

• 60 Hz  frequency
• Air condensation
• Base with water drop system

Capacity It/h 60 120 180
Time per cycle h 2 2 2
Cooling Water
Refrigerant gas R-452A
Voltage V 400/Hz50/3
Nominal Power KW 7 11 18
Dimensions WxDxH mm 465x855x1100 570x900x1110 700x1050x1160

Net weight kg 192 270 330

Opzional: dripping base in stainless steel CORTINA 1.1  PLUS with HACCP data recorder
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venezia

What is it?

Pastocrema Venezia emulsifies, cooks,

pateurizes, cools down, matures and 

preserves with the highest safety all the 

specialities created by confectioners, 

ice-cream makers, chocolate 

manufacturers and chefs in their 

laboratories. Creamcooker Venezia 

covers the production requirements of 

18,30,60 and 120 liters.

The cooling and the heating processes 

are carried out with bain-marie; the 

stirrer may be set through both preset 

and manual speed, according to the 

used product.

Creamcooker

How will it help you?

With Pastocrema Venezia you 

can create any type of cream, 

from pastry cream to thick 

pastry zabaione, from topping 

sauces to the after baking fillings, 

like those used in “panettoni”, 

from the semi-finished products 

for ice cream shops to the 

ones for pastry shops, like the 

concentrated pastes.

For perfect creams
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Technical data

Optional

• 60 Hz frequency
• Air condensation

MODEL 18 30 60 120
Quantity of mix min-max It 4-18 10-30 10-60 30/120
Cooling Water
Refrigerant gas R-452A
Voltage V 400/Hz50/3
Nominal Power KW 3 4 8 15
Dimensions WxDxH mm 560x750x1190 605x800x1110 605x800x1110 750x1230x1200

Net weight kg 160 200 230 400
1/2 tank hot-cold NO NO SI SI
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hot pot BASIC / PLUS / DELUXE

What is it?

Hot Pot is an essential counter model 

heater, dedicated to small productions 

and small laboratories.

Its dimensions are small, yeti t has

great qualities: high heating speed,

flexibility in the production and 

working capacity from 3 up to 8 liters 

in the same tank.

Hot Pot BasicHot Pot Plus

Counter boiler

How will it help you?

Hot Pot pasteurizes gelato 

mixtures and prepares inverted 

sugar, sauces, creams and 

toppings.

The small and 
versatile heater
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Technical data

Hot Pot Plus and DeLuxe 

Hot Pot BASIC: 

Mechanical – Stirrer with helice 

Hot Pot PLUS: 

Mechanical – Stirrer with scraping blades  - Inverter

Hot Pot DELUXE: 

Electronic - Stirrer with scraping blades  - Inverter

Hot Pot, with its particular recipe 

book, enables to enrich the 

proposals of every modern ice-

cream laboratory.

Hourly production lt/h 50
Quantity of mix 
min-max

It 3 - 8

Voltage V 2200/50Hz
Nominal Power KW 3.5
Dimensioni LxRxH mm 470x530x370
Net weight kg 45

Hot Pot Deluxe
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MAKARORANGE EIS

What is it?

Makarorange Eis, the essential 

appliance to create “spaghetti” gelato 

and other shapes in a fast and easy way.

The column is made of stainless steel

and stands on a marble-base. Valve 

group, filters, speed regulator, piston 

and accessories are ISO certified.

“Spaghetti-Ice” press machine

How will it help you?

Makarorange Eis is the perfect 

appliance to give free play to 

your creativity, to create original, 

enjoyable and delicious gelato 

compositions.

For homemade 
gelato

OIL BATH SILENT 

COMPRESSOR      (40dBA)
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Technical data

Hermetic
compressor bar 10

Air-tank It 6
Voltage V 220-240/50Hz
Hermetic
compressor
dimensions

mm diameter 300-440 (h)

Dimensions 
WxDxH mm 190x310x550

Net weight Kg 28
 (column Kg 10 +

compressor kg 18)



JOLLY ICE-CREAM SHOWCASE

What is it?

Jolly ice-cream showcase comes in two 

models, counter model or on wheels, and 

can be static or ventilated.

It can be placed anywhere, as long as it is 

supplied by a monophase socket.

In the Jolly ice-cream showcase you can 

store gelato, fresh fruit, fruit in syrup, 

yogurt and cold creams thanks to the 

automatic temperature regulation 

system.

VENTILATED or STATIC

How will it help you?

Jolly ice-cream showcase can be used also in small bars, restaurants 

and bakeries. The model on wheels can be placed in the laboratory 

too.

Jolly ice-cream showcase does not only preserve the product 

freshness and quality: it also furnishes your shop and gives value to 

your products. It can be part of a customised furniture and it can be 

panelled.

Like all Bovo products, Jolly ice-cream showcase is made to last and it 

is highly reliable.

22Machines catalogue Jolly Ice-Cream Showcase



Technical data
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The technical data and images in this catalog are indicative only and commitment-free used.

The Company reserves the right to make any necessary changes without prior notice.

Model on wheels
Gelato basin capacity: 3pz x 4,75 lt or 6pz x 2,5 It

Not included
Cooling Air
Cooling gas R-452A
Voltage 220 V / 50 Hz
Nominal Power Kw 3,8
Dimensions WxDxH Static: mm 640x505x960 

Ventilated: mm 655x540x1070
Net weight Kg. 98

Counter model
Gelato basin capacity: 3pz x 4,75 lt or 6pz x 2,5 It

Not included
Cooling Air
Cooling gas R-452A
Voltage 220 V / 50 Hz
Nominal Power Kw 3,8
Dimensions WxDxH Static: mm 965x510x570 

Ventilated: mm 980x540x570
Net weight Kg. 75



Bovo S.r.l.

Viale della Liberazione, 46 

31030 Dosson di Casier (TV)

Italia

P.IVA: IT00800760266 

Tel.: +39.0422.382285

Fax +39.0422.380002 

info@bovogelati.com

www.bovogelati.com

@bovo_gelati

www.facebook.com/bovogelati

www.google.com/Bovo S.r.l.

www.youtube.com/bovogelati

M A C H I N E S  A N D 

A C C E S S O R I E S  F O R  

ICE-CREAM LABORATORY 

Since 1946 we have been thinking 

of, designing and creating in a 

craftmanlike way machines for 

 ice-cream shops, confectioners’ shops, 

small and middle-size food companies, 

complying with the requirements of 

the single professional or the single 

company.

Our wide range meets all your 

requirements and, should you be 

looking for more specific machines, our 

team will be able to realize customized 

ones, as far as functions or aesthetics 

are concerned, considering functional 

as well as ergonomics aspects.

We offer ourselves as sole interlocutor 

for all specific needs of the ice-cream 

makers and pastry chefs, a real one-

stop-shop where to find everything 

that is needed to realize and renovate 

your laboratory. In our website, you 

will be able to find all the accessories 

and the original spare parts for your 

Bovo machines.


